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TIPS: MARKETING

SHANE DECKER has provided sales training for more than
3,000 stores worldwide. Contact him at ( 719) 488-4077
or at ex-sell-ence.com.

THE 30/5 RULE

FRESH IDEAS TO BETTER YOUR BUSINESS

5 At the typical jeweler, VIP
customers account for 30
percent of sales while making
up just 5 percent of the client
base (INSTORE Big Survey
2010). So it pays to look after
them. Single Stone on Mission Street in San Marino,
CA, does that by organizing
private trunk shows at the
homes of its best clients. “It
cultivates a connection between our clients and a brand,
which helps to turn them into
collectors,” says sales associate Danielle Delgado.

ROYAL BIRTH PUSH

5 News that Prince William
and Catherine were expecting their first child last year
prompted Mervis Diamond
Importers in Washington, DC
to invite expecting local couples to enter a contest to win
a pair of earrings. The lucky
couple was the one that had
their baby closest to the time
that William and Kate’s was
born. Now with a “spare to the
heir” on the way, could you
do something equally clever?

FEAR FACTOR

5 The midterm elections are
here and with them the flood
of negative advertising. Why,
oh why, do we have to go down
this path every time? Because
it works. Studies show that
people are more mobilized to
hear about potential losses
than potential gains. Just
enough fear, and they will
choose you over a rival — or
choose that bigger symbol
of their love over the more
economical one. “If you don’t
know your jewelry, know your
jeweler,” is always an effective
message to hammer home.
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15 TIPS TO MAKE
CHRISTMAS SELLING FUN
AND PROFITABLE
HOLIDAY SEASON JOY COMES FROM BEING READY TO SELL.

1. Hold sales meetings on closing,

adding on and creating a sense of
urgency.
2. Each day before you open, have
a 10-minute meeting about what’s
going on that day. It’s important
everyone be on the same page.
3. Have a one-month December
add-on contest. The three categories are: 1. the salesperson
who writes the most tickets with
add-ons; 2. the largest add-on on a
single ticket; 3. the most add-ons
on one ticket. (Beads don’t count!)
4.Improve team-selling and T.O.’s
to increase closing ratios. Your
closing ratio should already rise
by 50 percent during the holidays
because nobody is “just looking,”
but team-selling will help you
close even more sales.
5. Greet every client within the
first five seconds. If every salesperson is with a client and you’re
closest to the door, say, “Someone
will be with you soon. Please wait.”
Don’t say, “I’ll be with you soon,”
because now you’re rushing the
client you’re with.
6. Set daily, weekly and monthly

goals. Have two goals for each: A
realistic goal and a stretch goal.
This will provide motivation and
help benchmark your progress.
7. Hire someone to come in every
morning to clean the store from
top to bottom. Hire someone to
come in and wrap purchases so
that your salespeople have more
time with clients.
8. Have salespeople write out
thank-you cards every night
before they go home. Don’t mail
them until Jan. 15, but this way
they can write it down while it’s
fresh in their memories.
9. Maintain sales floor awareness.
Know who’s waiting on whom. Be
there for an assist. Get apple cider,
coffee, cookies or cinnamon rolls
in every client’s hand. The homier
the store feels, tastes and smells,
the longer the client stays.
10. Have fun. If you get the client
to laugh, your closing ratio goes up
50 percent. People want to have
fun when they are spending.
11. Hold a sales contest like Pass
the 20. Whoever has the largest
sale at the end of the day takes

home the $20. Put spiffs of 20
percent on old inventory for the
month of December.
12. If your store dress code is
casual during the rest of the year,
change it for the holidays. The
better you are dressed, the better
your closing ratio will be, especially if the client has never been
in the store. Look professional.
13. Be early every day. The more
you get done before you open, the
more floor time you have to sell
and wait on clients.
14. Have an awesome attitude! If
you’re having a bad day and your
attitude sucks, stay home! Your
attitude affects the entire staff.
15. Don’t be a headhunter and
wait only on clients who come in
to spend money. Be a team player.
REMEMBER: The definition
of salesmanship is your professional ability to create the desire
to get your client to want the
product. Ask questions, build the
relationship, and earn trust. You
have clients who come in only at
Christmas time. Be their jeweler.
Close the sale.

